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THE RAID ON SCHWEINFURT

The Washington Post to-day says:- Brig, Gen. Frederick L. Anderson, Chief of
the Bomber Command of the Eighth Air Force, recently described Schweinfurt, centre

of the German ballbearing industry, as "the most important target in Europe." It is

thus not surprising that the Germans have tried to make it as nearly impregnable
to air attack as they possibly could. Nor, in view of that circumstance, is it

surprising that the losses suffered by our air force in the latest and most

devastating raid on that Nazi industrial centre were exceptionally heavy. A record

total of 60 Flying Fortresses with a complement of 600 highly-trained men were shot
down.

It may be, given the importance of the target and the apparent devastation

produced by the raiders, that, relatively considered, these losses were not excessive.

They were nonetheless very great both in total and, presumably, in proportion to

the total number of bombers employed. This should bring home to Americans the fact
that if we are to do an effective job of softening Germany by aerial assaults so

as to make the ultimate invasion of the Continent easier, heavy losses may result.

This means both an '.intensification of the air-training programme and an increase

in bomber production.

SUPRESSION OF ARGENTINE JEWISH NEWSPAPERS

today
The New York Times/spates: The Ramirez Government in Argentina' yesterday

drew down upon itself another stiff rebuke from Washington. This time it was

President Roosevelt speckling, .Argentina’ s sudden and arbitrary suppression of
Jewish newspapers, the President said, was "of a character closely identified with
the most repugnant features of Nazi doctrine," He then cited the resolution

accepted by Argentina at the Lima Conference in 1938, condemning "any persecution
on account of racial or religious motives."

The protest wall be formally presented in Buenos Aires by Ambassador Norman

Armour, even though the ban has now been hurriedly lifted. It will have behind it

that solid majority of American opinion which recognises anti-Semitism not merely
as an evil in itself, but as the inevitable symptom of black reaction' against free

men and free institutions.

MR. WILLKIE’S SPEECH

The New York Times today also says: Mr. Willkie has at this tine no fixed

and rigid ideas as to how this .American influence can best be brought to bear when

the war is over. He is sceptical of the advantages of an "exclusive" alliance

"between any two of the principal Allies." He would prefer 'to see this country
exercise its itmost qualities of leadership and moral force to bring great Britain,
Russia, China and the United States to a point of understanding where they will

make a joint declaration of intention as a preliminary to forming a Common Council

of the United Nations and other friendly nations and eventually of all the nations,"

If this is a tentative and experimental formula, it is, in our judgment,
wisely so. The tine has not yet arrived when it is possible or profitable to

claim on behalf of any single "peace plan” a monopoly of virtue. We are living

in a period of great and rapid change. No man can clearly see the end of the road.

The great present need is for a broad unanimity of purpose among all the advocates

of international action, rather than small divisive quarrels over the merits of

too concrete proposals.

U.S.O.W.I.


